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The Big Picture: US Post-Election Policies and Their Impact on China
宏观视野: 美国大选结果悬而未决，未来走势影响如何？
The US Election Day has not delivered a clear winner of the Presidential race. The US senate
race has also failed to produce a landslide in favor of democrats. A divided government,
where neither party is a clear winner of the presidential race and there is a divided Senate
and House, remains highly likely.
The election outcome may affect the pace of the US recovery, but likely not its direction: US
growth is on track to pick up further from its slump in 2Q. A blue wave would push up
government spending especially in infrastructure, resulting in a stronger economy and higher
rates next year. Over-time, Biden’s promised reforms that favor high tech and clean energy
sectors would also be positive for productivity gains, although higher debt may remain a
drag. A divided government will dampen the scope of policy changes.
Headwinds on dollar to continue in either case, positive for RMB, but watch out for a nearterm dollar bump: The fiscal deficit and federal debt have increased sharply during the
pandemic, and the fiscal gap would likely be larger under Biden, which is dollar negative.
The RMB will likely strengthen against the dollar in the medium-term, regardless of the winner.
However, a contested election could significantly dampen risk sentiment and boost the
dollar and dampen RMB in the near-term.
China will likely stay on course in its “Dual Circulation” policy: For China, the sharp division
exhibited by the US election might only add to the case of pursuing a development strategy
that relies on domestic demand and technology innovation. Under a Biden presidency, the
two sides could seek to collaborate on issues such as clean energy, leading to a better
bilateral relationship. The opening up will also continue as China seeks to stay engaged
internationally, and a weak dollar environment provides a window of opportunity for faster
external liberalization.
美国东部时间 11 月 3 日当晚，美国现任总统特朗普和民主党总统候选人拜登在总统大选当中还没有分
出明显的胜负。同时，美国参议院竞选也尚未产生有利于民主党的压倒性胜利。假设共和党和民主党分
别在在参议院和众议院保持多数席位，则会形成由不同党派的行政和立法机构组成的一个分化的政府。
选举结果可能会影响短期复苏的速度和全球利率环境：目前看来，美国的经济增长还在从第二季度的
低迷中逐渐复苏，无论谁当选，经济都有望进一步回升。拜登获胜，叠加民主党在参议院赢得多数席位
的“蓝色风暴”则意味着明年政府财政将会更为扩张，短期经济复苏更快，美国长期国债利率也可能更快
的上行。特朗普当选或民主党未在参议院赢得多数则将会削弱经济反弹的速度，减缓利率的回升。中期
政策的持续效果则有待观察：例如，拜登对高科技和清洁能源的支持政策对特定行业有利，但高负债务
仍可能拖累广泛的生产率提高，不利于经济的持续回升。
美元趋势下行的总体方向不变，有利人民币汇率。但需要关注选举结果不确定的情况下美元的阶段性
反弹：美国的财政赤字和联邦债务在疫情后已急剧增加。未来几年民主党的扩张性政策可能带来进一步
的财政缺口，不利美元，对人民币汇率继续升值提供支撑。但选举过程的不确定性可能带来短期市场调
整和美元走强。
中国政策预计维持“双循环”框架。美国选举体现的社会分化显示其政策方向存在不确定性，中期经济也
仍面临挑战。对中国而言，扩大内需，提升自主创新仍是经济的战略重点。 如果拜登成功当选总统，
中美双方在清洁能源等问题上的合作可能成为促进双边关系的切入点。中国也会继续扩大对外开放，提
升跨境贸易和投资，对冲脱钩压力。弱美元环境也为更全面的开放提供了机遇。
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As of the early morning of Nov 4 EST, the US election has not delivered a winner as key
battleground states continue to count ballots, and many mail-in votes under the pandemic are
still on the way. So far, the much anticipated landslide in favor of democrats has not materialized,
and both sides in the Presidential race remain competitive. Equally important, the hope by
democrats to regain control of the US senate also diminished after a few key states went
Republican.
The outcome thus remains highly uncertain, it could take days to count all remaining ballots. The
Senate race could take even longer, and the final layout of the race may not be known for
weeks. No matter what the outcome of the Presidential race is, a divided government with
executive and legislative branches from different parties appears highly likely.
This report examins the different scenarios of the election outcome and discusses the implications
of post-election US policies on China.

Trump and Biden economic plans: where do they differ?
Trump’s second term will mostly mark a continuation of past policies, while a Biden presidency will
likely introduce changes on tax, health care, immigration, and immigration policies. A “blue wave”
scenario where not only Biden wins the presidency, but democrats also control both the Senate
and the House, would allow Biden to push through most of the above initiatives. A divided
government would on the other hand imply much less change from the current status quo. In
particular Biden’s ambitious health care reform will also likely get less support. The final spending
would also likely be considerably smaller than proposed.
Fiscal policies: a more expansionary plan under Biden
Under trump: more tax cuts are possible: The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) is probably the most
important legislative act that Trump pushed through in his first two years of presidency. In a
second term, Trump may make the temporary provisions on individual tax cuts permanent. He
also proposed further reduction on capital gain taxes, as well as tax credit to encourage
manufacturing reshoring. In addition, there could also likely be additional spending including
infrastructure. Although Trump promised “significant investments in infrastructure”, the issue didn’t
take priority on the legislative calendar during Trump’s first term. The Trump administration called
for USD$1-2 trillion of total infrastructure spending this year. Traditional infrastructure work such as
roads and bridges likely will receive the most support, while funding will also be available for 5G
wireless infrastructure and rural broadband connections. The additional pandemic relief measures
should be on Trump’s priority list as well. Should Trump win with a divided government, the relief
measure is likely to fall short fall of the current package being proposed by the House (HEROES 2.0
passed House Oct 1 at US$2.2 trillion).
Biden aims for higher government spending and more taxes: Biden’s plan for additional spending
is more likely to be in the range of US$3-4 trillion over 10 years, including an infrastructure plan
especially on clean energy, health care, education and other social programs. Biden also
pledged to invest in technology and R&D. Near-term, Biden aims to push through another sizable
tranche of COVID-19 relief measures exceeding US$2 trillion, including subsidies to individuals and
small businesses, tax credit, student loan forgiveness, fiscal relief for states and medical expenses.
However, the final relief package is likely to be smaller under a divided government. Higher taxes:
Biden proposed to raise taxes from 2021 onwards and increase federal income by more than
US$3 trillion in ten years. The market generally views a later and smaller tax increase to be more
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likely. TPC estimates that on net, Biden’s proposals would increase federal revenues by US$2.4
trillion over the next decade. Income tax for the top 1% (those individuals making 400k and above)
will be raised, and business income tax will be increased after Trump slashed it from 35% to 21%.
Big tech, pharmaceuticals, fossil fuels, and real estate industries could face higher tax burdens.
Meanwhile Biden would expand tax credits for middle and lower-income individuals and for new
investments in domestic manufacturing.
On-net, a fiscal gap of additional US$2 trillion would likely be added to the government deficit in
the coming decade under a Biden government.
Major differences on issues related to social reforms, health care and climate change
Biden has said that he would reverse the Trump administration’s actions that have reduced
healthcare coverage, and will build on the Affordable Care Act (ACA) with extended benefits.
Other reforms would include lowering drug costs and introducing a public medical insurance
scheme. Biden would also increase the Federal minimum wage, and extend the range of workers
covered by the federal minimum wage policy. Immigration reforms under Biden could allow net
immigration to rise from 60,000 under Trump to 1 million each year. On climate change, Biden
plans to recommit the US to the Paris Agreement, reduce US net greenhouse gas emissions to zero
by 2050, and reverse Trump’s support for fossil industries.

How much can the policies help address the economic problems?
In recent years the US economy has struggled with a range of problems, including low
productivity, low growth, and rising social disparity: Productivity growth has stayed lower in the
past ten years, and average income growth has fallen behind, with rising disparity. Despite
innovations, the economic benefit has been narrowly confined to the big tech players.
Ballooning debt: US government debt had been rising before the pandemic, and COVID-19
pushed public debt well above the level last reached during WWII, threatening the appeal of the
dollar as a reserve currency. The increase in corporate debt has increased financial fragility.
Escalating protectionism and isolationism: During the past four years the US has withdrawn from its
international commitments in trade, investment, and environmental protection. Domestic deregulation has worsened its trajectory of carbon emissions. The trade war with China and to a
lesser extent with developed markets has cast uncertainties on business confidence and global
supply chains, without narrowing the US trade deficit.
Will the US election make any difference to the future path? Compared to a second term for
Trump, Biden’s win would likely provide more stability in US policies and a near-term boost to
growth through higher spending. More support to increase the competitiveness of US, especially
in the services and high tech industries, may also be possible under Biden. On the other hand,
higher tax rates and redistribution of wealth towards low-income workers could rebalance the
economy but could also weaken US financial markets, depending on to what extent they are
deployed. In either case, a large fiscal deficit, monetary accommodation, weakening US dollar,
and Sino-US friction will likely continue in the next few years. Thus the picture is likely to stay mixed
in the coming years. More specifically:
-

Biden’s fiscal package would likely give a larger boost to US growth given the larger
spending items: A COVID-19 relief bill would likely pass after the election, helping growth
recovery. Under the Biden administration, the relief package is likely to be larger. In addition,
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Biden’s economic plan may also lead to higher post-COVID growth. The additional lift stems
from the different fiscal plan: Biden would focus on higher infrastructure spending, in contrast
to Trump’s tax cuts; the former would have greater direct impact on demand. 1 Oxford
Economics estimates that, assuming Democrats sweep, Biden’s plan could lift real GDP
growth by 1.2ppts to 4.9% in 2021, compared to 3.7% in a status quo policy baseline
-

While Biden is set to raise taxation, the negative impact may be quite small: Biden’s income
tax increase affects only the top 1% of income earners. To the extent the higher taxes to the
rich help to fund the transfers to the poor, total spending could also increase given the
higher income elasticity of the latter. Biden has pledged a hike of the statutory corporate
tax rate from 21% to 28% but it is generally expected that such a hike is likely to be delayed
till after 2021 when the economy recovers, and the effective rate hike could be much
smaller. A marginal tax increase as such may not restrain investment if demand conditions
improve. Indeed, a lower effective tax rate during Trump’s first term did not feed into
sustained business investments. Instead, corporate buybacks and acquisitions increased,
reflecting a pessimistic outlook on demand, and uncertainties due to the trade war.

-

Advanced sectors more favored than traditional sectors under Biden: High tech and
services would receive additional investment and in some cases tax credit. Biden’s
infrastructure plans favor clean energy-related sectors, such as electric vehicles, aiming to
bring the US to net zero emissions by 2050, and by 2035 in the electricity sector. This contrasts
sharply with Trump’s support of fossil fuels and deregulation of coal in the past four years,
which is likely to continue under a second Trump term.

-

However, broader productivity gains less certain under either case: infrastructure spending
could help to address one of the key weaknesses of the US economy in recent years, and
demand growth could jump start the economy, stimulating more capital spending. Under
Biden, the government’s investment and R&D on medicine and high tech could potentially
promote competitiveness of technology sectors. However, any sustained productivity gains
would take time. A low interest rate environment still provides support to zombie companies,
and would be a drag on productivity growth.

-

Fiscal gap and government debt will stay large and will likely widen more under Biden: The
US Congressional Budget Office (COB) predicts that US federal deficit will exceed 16% of
GDP in 2020. For 2021, Oxford economics estimates that a deficit of around 15% is likely,
incorporating additional government stimulus. All told, US federal debt will well exceed 100%
of GDP next year and trend higher in the coming decade. A larger fiscal deficit would add
to this gap, at least in the first few years.

1

Research by the San Francisco Fed shows that, during periods of high economic slack, each dollar of
infrastructure spending increases economic activity roughly 4x more than a tax cut.
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Implications for China
A Biden win could generate stronger US recovery, positive for world growth in the next year or so:
The US growth trajectory in the next three to six months still depends on the country’s pandemic
control and vaccine development. So far, US growth has remained on a recovery path, despite a
surging number of COVID-19 cases and a still-high unemployment rate, and will likely be
supported further by resilient consumption (Fig 1). The recovery of the US economy is positive for
Asia including China through trade. Chinese trade has held up as the global manufacturing
sector sailed through the pandemic, holding up much better than services. A Biden win would
imply potentially better pandemic controls, a larger relief package, and less downside growth
risks than under a second Trump term. More infrastructure investments in the US could also benefit
the manufacturing sector further.

Fig 1: US economy is on track towards recovery
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Higher rates likely next year, more so under Biden: A faster economic recovery (especially with a
successful COVID-19 vaccine) and potential larger government spending under Biden would
imply higher inflation and inflation expectation, which in turn may trigger an earlier Fed reaction,
likely in 2023. This may push up the 10-year treasury bond to beyond 1.5% next year, in our view.
Dollar still on the way down, a positive for the RMB. The dollar index has weakened in recent
months, as global growth improved and risk seeking sentiment picked up, as we anticipated2.
Biden’s economic plan implies a larger fiscal gap will persist, which could weigh on the dollar
even more in the next few years. Thus the RMB will likely strengthen further in coming years,
regardless of the winner. Near-term, the likely election contest could generate large swings in the
US markets and push up the dollar, however.
Sino-US relationship: uncertainties remain: Biden may favor less confrontation and more dialogue
in building international relationships. However, politically it might be difficult to retreat from trade
deals all at once. Biden may choose to lift some tariffs on European goods to repair the
relationship with former allies, but tariffs imposed on Chinese imports will likely remain in place, at

2 The Big Picture: Global macro landscape post coronavirus and China’s options, May 15, 2020
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least initially. The progress of the Phase One trade deal has been affected by COVID-19 this year,
with China reaching only about 53% of the expected purchase target by Sep 2020 (Fig 2).
Meanwhile, bilateral trade balance has rebounded this year and China’s imports from the US also
remain well below 2017 levels. The perceived failure to rebalance trade could lend support to a
new approach to engage with China under Biden. PIIE, for instance, suggested that the US should
push for more market-oriented trade initiatives such as liberalizing tariffs and removing nontariff
barriers.

Fig 2: US-China Phase One Tracker: China’s purchase of US goods
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For China, such a mixed picture suggests that its development strategy is unlikely to be swayed,
and domestic demand and innovation will remain the key pillars to growth: it is possible postelection that bilateral dialogue becomes more constructive if Biden wins, but it is unlikely to
fundamentally alter the strategic competition that the two countries have engaged in. Moreover,
the long-term US challenges under either candidate and the sharp divide exhibited by the US
election signals uncertainties of the future policy path. Thus, “Dual Circulation” emphasized by the
Chinese government and highlighted in the latest 14 th 5-year plan is likely to persist. The Dual
Circulation approach calls for strengthening domestic demand especially consumption, and
acceleration in innovation and technology gains, while staying engaged in international trade
and investment3. Such a framework would be flexible enough to accommodate the shifts in the
US policies. For instance, under Biden, clean energy could be one key area for potential bilateral
cooperation. In addition, China is expected to stay committed to its external opening up policy
hence remain engaged with the international markets. Downward trend for the dollar in the
medium and longer-term could provide further supports to the RMB, and a window opportunity
for China to further open up its capital market and RMB internationalization.

3 China Economics Update: China’s new Five-year Plan emphasized innovation and sustainable growth, November 1, 2020
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Table 1: Major policy positions between Trump and Biden
Trump

Biden

Covid-19 relief measures New round of Covid stimulus package worth nearly $1.9 trn
and longer-term economic •Recent estimation shows that the White House package could go up to $1.9 trn
plans
or more than earlier proposal of $1.8 trn
•Stimulus checks of up $1,200 for eligible adults and $1,000 for qualifying child
dependents (the CARES Act set dependent payments at $500)
•Enhanced unemployment benefits at $400 a week (vs. $600 in the CARES Act and
$300 that the president authorized this summer through executive action)
•Aid may be provided in areas such as airlines, enhanced unemployment insurance,
and extending Paycheck Protection Program for businesses

More than $2 trn Covid stimulus package and a $4 trn long-term economic plan
•Include more direct stimulus payments to affected Americans ($1,200 for individuals,
but possibly more people will qualify; up to $16,000 in child care tax credits for
families earning less than $125,000 annually)
•Offering student loan forgiveness of $10,000 minimum
•Boost and renew unemployment benefits
•Increase Social Security payment (additional $200 added to the monthly payments)
•Additional relief measures include more money for small business, emergency sick
leave, fiscal relief for states, no out-of-pocket money for Covid-19 testing, treatment
and eventual vaccine

Taxes

Hike corporate taxes and taxes for higher income taxpayers
•For individuals:
- Raise taxes for the individuals with individual tax higher than $400k:
- Generally set top ordinary income tax at 39.6% for taxpayers with income over
$400k;
- Apply a Social Security payroll tax of 12.4% to earnings above $400k;
- Other measures such as phase out qualified business income deduction for
taxpayers with income above $400k
•For corporates:
- Increase the corporate income tax to 28%;
- Double the tax rate on GILTI and impose it country-by-country;
- Eliminate tax preferences for pharma, fossil fuel and real estate industries, including
for the latter industry, accelerated depreciation and tax.

Republicans are not expected to change major tax plans put forward in Trump's
first term
•For individuals (original plan):
- Top ordinary income tax rate is 37%;
- No payroll tax imposed on earned income in excess of $137k;
- Other major measures include long-term gains and qualified dividend income (QDI)
taxed at max. 20%, 20% of a taxpayer's qualified business income may be deductible,
making the effective tax rate on that income as low as 29.6%, etc.
•For corporates (original plan):
- Corporate income tax rate is 21%;
- Global intangible low-tax income (GILTI) may be taxed at rates as low as 10.5%;
- Tax preferences available for fossil fuel, real estate and pharmaceutical industries.

For the 2nd term, Trump may prioritize to make the temporary provisions on individual
tax cuts that will expire on Dec 31, 2025 permanent. He also proposed further
Other key proposals that lack some detailed information include:
reduction on top rate on capital gains from 20% to 15%.
- Imposing a new 10% surtax on corporations that “offshore manufacturing and
service jobs to foreign nations in order to sell goods or provide services back to the
Trump also indicated tax proposals on bringing back jobs to America, including “Made American market.”
in America” tax credits, tax credits for companies that bring back Jobs from China,
- Establishing an advanceable 10% “Made in America” tax credit.
100% expensing deductions for essential industries such as pharmaceuticals and
robotics that bring back their manufacturing to the U.S., cut taxes to boost take-home
pay and keep jobs in America.

Infrastructure

Promised significant investments in infrastructure
•Targets to "build the world's greatest infrastructure system"
•Less clear on the size.

Source: Bloomberg, Oxford
Economics, various news
websites
Technology
•Win the
race to 5G and establish a national high-speed wireless internet network.

Trade

Protectionist policies continue
•Allow 100% expensing deductions for essential industries like pharmaceuticals and
robotics that bring back their manufacturing to the U.S.
•Escalates tariffs imposed on European auto imports
•Chin specific measures: Trade war with China resumes (bring back 1 million
manufacturing jobs from China; tax credits for companies that bring back jobs from

More concrete infrastructure plan than the Trump administration
•Expect to $2 trn on infrastructure plan, which is much tied to Biden's climate policy.
•Physical infrastructure such as roads, bridges, water systems, electricity grids, and
universal broadband, also care services and facilities are included in Biden’s plan.
•Make a new $300 billion investment in research and development and breakthrough
technologies.
Modest easing of Trump's policies
•Tariffs on traditional allies lifted
CCBI SECURITIES
•Only minor relaxation of China tariffs initially
•China specific measures: Set forth clear demands and specific consequences if
China’s government does not cease cyber espionage against U.S. businesses. Develop
new sanctions authorities against Chinese firms that steal U.S. technology that cut
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tax cuts that will expire on Dec 31, 2025 permanent. He also proposed further
reduction on top rate on capital gains from 20% to 15%.
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Other key proposals that lack some detailed information include:
- Imposing a new 10% surtax on corporations that “offshore manufacturing and
service jobs to foreign nations in order to sell goods or provide services back to the
Trump also indicated tax proposals on bringing back jobs to America, including “Made American market.”
in America” tax credits, tax credits for companies that bring back Jobs from China,
- Establishing an advanceable 10% “Made in America” tax credit.
100% expensing deductions for essential industries such as pharmaceuticals and
robotics that bring back their manufacturing to the U.S., cut taxes to boost take-home
pay and keep jobs in America.

Table 1: Major policy positions
Trump
andinvestments
Biden in(cont’d)
Infrastructure between
Promised
significant
infrastructure

More concrete infrastructure plan than the Trump administration
•Expect to $2 trn on infrastructure plan, which is much tied to Biden's climate policy.
•Physical infrastructure such as roads, bridges, water systems, electricity grids, and
Biden
universal broadband, also care services and facilities are included in Biden’s plan.
Covid-19 relief measures New round of Covid stimulus package worth nearly $1.9 trn
More than $2 trn Covid stimulus package and a $4 trn long-term economic plan
Technology
the estimation
race to 5G and
establish
a national
high-speed
wireless
network.
•Make a more
new $300
investment
in to
research
and
development
andfor
breakthrough
and longer-term economic •Win
•Recent
shows
that the
White House
package
couldinternet
go up to
$1.9 trn •Include
directbillion
stimulus
payments
affected
Americans
($1,200
individuals,
technologies.
plans
or more than earlier proposal of $1.8 trn
but
possibly more people will qualify; up to $16,000 in child care tax credits for
•Stimulus checks of up $1,200 for eligible adults and $1,000 for qualifying child
families earning less than $125,000 annually)
Trade
Protectionist
policies
Modest easing
of loan
Trump's
policiesof $10,000 minimum
dependents (the
CAREScontinue
Act set dependent payments at $500)
•Offering
student
forgiveness
•Allow
100%unemployment
expensing deductions
essential
industries
like
and •Boost
•Tariffsand
on traditional
allies lifted benefits
•Enhanced
benefits for
at $400
a week
(vs. $600
in pharmaceuticals
the CARES Act and
renew unemployment
robotics
that
back their
manufacturing
to the
U.S. executive action)
•Only minor
relaxation
China tariffs
initially$200 added to the monthly payments)
$300 that
thebring
president
authorized
this summer
through
•Increase
Social
Securityofpayment
(additional
•Escalates
imposed
on European
auto imports
•China specific
forthmore
clear money
demands
specific
consequences
•Aid may betariffs
provided
in areas
such as airlines,
enhanced unemployment insurance, •Additional
reliefmeasures:
measuresSet
include
forand
small
business,
emergencyifsick
•Chin
specific measures:
Trade warProgram
with China
(bring back 1 million
China’sfiscal
government
notno
cease
cyber espionage
U.S. businesses.
Develop
and extending
Paycheck Protection
for resumes
businesses
leave,
relief fordoes
states,
out-of-pocket
money against
for Covid-19
testing, treatment
manufacturing jobs from China; tax credits for companies that bring back jobs from
neweventual
sanctionsvaccine
authorities against Chinese firms that steal U.S. technology that cut
and
China; no federal contracts for companies that outsource to China; hold China fully
them off from accessing the U.S. market and financial system.
accountable for allowing the virus spread around the world)
Taxes
Republicans are not expected to change major tax plans put forward in Trump's Hike corporate taxes and taxes for higher income taxpayers
Immigration
Hard
line stance on illegal, legal immigration continues
Reverses
Trump's executive actions
first term
•For
individuals:
•Net
falls to 200K
per year
immigration
rises
back to 1mn
year tax higher than $400k:
•For immigration
individuals (original
plan):
-•Net
Raise
taxes for the
individuals
withper
individual
to citizenship
for 11mn
- Top ordinary income tax rate is 37%;
-•Supports
Generallypath
set top
ordinary income
tax undocumented
at 39.6% for taxpayers with income over
- No payroll tax imposed on earned income in excess of $137k;
$400k;
Climate and Energy
Continuation
of currentinclude
policies
regulations
- Other major measures
long-term gains and qualified dividend income (QDI) -Reimpose
Apply a Social
Security payroll tax of 12.4% to earnings above $400k;
•In
hisat
first
term,
Trump
initiated
the USqualified
withdrawl
from theincome
Paris Agreement
on
the USsuch
to the
taxed
max.
20%,
20% of
a taxpayer's
business
may be deductible,
-•Recommit
Other measures
as Paris
phaseAgreement
out qualified business income deduction for
climate
rolled back
environmental
rules
•Reduce US
netincome
greenhouse
emissions to zero by 2050
making and
the effective
taxdozens
rate onofthat
income as low
as 29.6%, etc.
taxpayers
with
abovegas
$400k
•Promoted
to increase
the plan):
use of fossil fuels, by opening federal lands for new mining •For
•End corporates:
leasing for fossil fuel extraction on federal lands
•For corporates
(original
and
oil driling
leasestax rate is 21%;
regulatory
rollback;
- Corporate
income
-•Reverse
Increase Trump's
the corporate
income
tax to rescind
28%; permit for keystone pipeline
- Global intangible low-tax income (GILTI) may be taxed at rates as low as 10.5%;
- Double the tax rate on GILTI and impose it country-by-country;
Healthcare
Supports
repeal of
the Affordable
on ACA
- Tax preferences
available
for fossilCare
fuel,Act
real(ACA)
estate and pharmaceutical industries. -Build
Eliminate
tax preferences for pharma, fossil fuel and real estate industries, including
•Proposes to lower health insurance premiums, protect those with pre-existing
•Aimed
at expanding
anddepreciation
reducing costs
households
for
the latter
industry,coverage
accelerated
andfor
tax.
conditions
hasTrump
not provided
details to make the temporary provisions on individual •Make ACA premium subsidies more generous
For the 2ndbut
term,
may prioritize
tax cuts that
willofexpire
on Dec
31, 2025insurance
permanent.
Hewith
alsolimited
proposed
further
Other
key Trump
proposals
that lack
some
detailed
information
include:
•Permitted
sale
cheaper,
short-term
plans
coverage
•Reverse
admin's
actions
that
have reduced
the coverage
reduction
on top rate
on capital
gainscountries
from 20% to 15%.
-•Allow
Imposing
a new of
10%
surtax
onother
corporations
that
“offshore
manufacturing
•Allow
purchases
of drus
from other
purchase
drugs
from
countries;
allow
medicare
to negotiateand
prices
service
jobs
to foreigndirectly
nations in order to sell goods or provide services back to the
•Require drug companies to charge medicare same prices as in non-US countries
with drug
companies
Trump also indicated tax proposals on bringing back jobs to America, including “Made American market.”
in America”
credits, tax credits for companies that bring back Jobs from China,
-Raise
Establishing
advanceable
10% “Made in America” tax credit.
Minimum wage
No
concretetax
plan
federal an
base
pay
100% expensing
forproposing
essential one
industries
such
as pharmaceuticals and
•Only
hinted the deductions
possibility of
over the
summer
•Increase the federal min. wage from $7.25 to $15 in six years
robotics that bring back their manufacturing to the U.S., cut taxes to boost take-home •Eliminate the lower min wage for tipped workers
pay and keep jobs in America.
•Apply the full min wage to workers not currently eligible, including disabled workers
•Index the min wage - after it reaches $15 - to median wage growth
•Targets to "build the world's greatest infrastructure system"
•Less clear on the size.
Trump

Infrastructure
Education

Promised
significant
investments in infrastructure
No
concrete
plan
•Targets school
to "build
the world's
system"
•Provide
choice
to everygreatest
child ininfrastructure
America.
•Less clear on the size.

Technology

•Win the race to 5G and establish a national high-speed wireless internet network.

Trade

Protectionist policies continue
•Allow 100% expensing deductions for essential industries like pharmaceuticals and
robotics that bring back their manufacturing to the U.S.
•Escalates tariffs imposed on European auto imports
Source: Bloomberg, Oxford Economics, various news websites
•Chin specific measures: Trade war with China resumes (bring back 1 million
manufacturing jobs from China; tax credits for companies that bring back jobs from
China; no federal contracts for companies that outsource to China; hold China fully
accountable for allowing the virus spread around the world)
Immigration

Hard line stance on illegal, legal immigration continues
•Net immigration falls to 200K per year

More
concrete
infrastructure
plan than the Trump administration
Raise federal
base
pay
•Expect
$2 trn
on infrastructure
plan, which(3isand
much
tiedold)
to Biden's climate policy.
• Providetofree,
high-quality
pre-kindergarten
4 year
•Physical
sucheducation
as roads, for
bridges,
water systems,
• Invest ininfrastructure
career/technical
high school
students electricity grids, and
universal
also
care services
facilities training
are included
in Biden’s
• 2 years broadband,
of community
college
or other and
high-quality
program
withoutplan.
debt;
$50 billion investment in workforce training, including business partnerships and
•Make
a new $300 billion investment in research and development and breakthrough
apprenticeships
technologies.
• Make public colleges and universities tuition-free for all families with incomes

below $125,000
Modest
easing
ofbillion
Trump's
policies black colleges and universities, tribal colleges
• Invest over
$70
in historically
•Tariffs
on traditional
allies lifted
and universities,
and minority-serving
institutions.
•Only minor relaxation of China tariffs initially
•China specific measures: Set forth clear demands and specific consequences if
China’s government does not cease cyber espionage against U.S. businesses. Develop
new sanctions authorities against Chinese firms that steal U.S. technology that cut
them off from accessing the U.S. market and financial system.
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•Net immigration rises back to 1mn per year
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Rating definitions:
Outperform (O) – expected return > 10% over the next twelve months
Neutral (N) – expected return between -10% and 10% over the next twelve months
Underperform (U) – expected return < -10% over the next twelve months

Analyst certification:
The author(s) of this document, hereby declare that: (i) all of the views expressed in this document accurately reflect his/her
personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers and were prepared in an independent manner; (ii) no part of
any of his/her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in
this document; and (iii) he/she receives no insider information/non-public price-sensitive information in relation to the subject
securities or issuers which may influence the recommendations made by him. The author(s) of this document further confirm that (i)
neither he/she nor his/her respective associate(s) (as defined in the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the
Securities and Futures Commission issued by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission) has dealt in/traded or will deal in
/trade the securities covered in this document in a manner contrary to his/her outstanding recommendation, or neither he/she nor
his/her respective associate(s) has dealt in or traded in the securities covered in this document within 30 calendar days prior to the
date of issue of this document or will so deal in or trade such securities within 3 business days after the date of issue of this document;
(ii) neither he/she nor his/her respective associate(s) serves as an officer of any of the companies covered in this document; and (iii)
neither he/she nor his/her respective associate(s) has any financial interests in the securities covered in this document.

Disclaimers:
This document is prepared by CCB International Securities Limited. CCB International Securities Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of CCB International (Holdings) Limited (“CCBIH”) and China Construction Bank Corporation (“CCB”). Information herein has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but CCB International Securities Limited, its affiliates and/or subsidiaries (collectively
“CCBIS”) do not guarantee, represent and warrant (either express or implied) its completeness or accuracy or appropriateness for
any purpose or any person whatsoever. Opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this document and are
subject to change without notice. CCBIS seeks to update its research as appropriate, but various regulations may prevent it from
doing so. Besides certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large majority of reports are published at irregular
intervals as appropriate according to the analyst's judgment. Forecasts, projections and valuations are inherently speculative in
nature and may be based on a number of contingencies. Readers should not regard the inclusion of any forecasts, projections and
valuations in this document as a representation or warranty by or on behalf of CCBIS that these forecasts, projections or valuations
or their underlying assumptions will be achieved. Investment involves risk and past performance is not indicative of future results.
Information in this document is not intended to constitute or be construed as legal, financial, accounting, business, investment, tax
or any professional advice for any prospective investors and should not be relied upon in that regard. This document is for
informational purposes only and should not be treated as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any products,
investments, securities, trading strategies or financial instruments of any kind in any jurisdiction. CCBIS makes no representations on
the availability of the securities covered in this document (or related investment) to the recipients. The securities described herein
may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Neither CCBIS nor any other persons accept any
liability whatsoever for any loss or damages (whether direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential) arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Securities, financial
instruments or strategies mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors. The opinions and recommendations herein do not
take into account prospective investors’ financial circumstances, investment objectives, or particular needs and are not intended
as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to any prospective investors. The recipients of this
document should consider this document as only a single factor in marking their investment decision and shall be solely responsible
for making their own independent investigation of the business, financial condition and prospects of companies referred to in this
document. Readers are cautioned that (i) the price and value of securities referred to in this document and the income derived
from them may fluctuate; (ii) past performance is not a guide to future performance; (iii) any analysis, ratings and recommendations
made in this document are intended for long-term (at least for 12 months) and is not linked to a near-term assessment of the likely
performance of the securities or companies in question. In any event, future actual results may differ materially from those set forth
in any forward-looking statements herein; (iv) future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur; and (v)
fluctuations in exchange rates may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument referred to in
this document. It should be noted that this document covers only those securities or companies as specified herein and does not
extend to any derivative instruments thereof, the value of which may be affected by many factors and may not correspond with
the value of the underlying securities. Trading in these instruments is considered risky and are not suitable for all investors. While all
reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated herein are accurate and that the forward-looking statements,
opinions and expectations contained herein are based on fair and reasonable assumptions, CCBIS has not been able to verify
independently such facts or assumptions and CCBIS shall not be liable for the accuracy, completeness or correctness thereof and
no representation or warranty is made, express or implied, in this regard. All pricing referred to in this document is as of the close of
local market for the securities discussed, unless otherwise stated and for information purposes only. There is no representation that
any transaction can or could have been effected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect CCBIS’ internal books
and records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions could result in
substantially different results. Any statements which may be contained herein attributed to a third- party represent CCBIS’
interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service,
and such use and interpretation have not been reviewed or endorsed by the third party. Reproduction and distribution of these
third party contents in any form is prohibited except with the prior written consent of such third party. The recipients must make their
own assessments of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this document and make such
independent investigation as they may consider necessary or appropriate for such purpose. Recipients should seek independent
legal, financial, accounting, business, investment and/or tax advice if they have any doubt about the contents of this document
and satisfy themselves prior to making any investment decision that such investment is in line with their own investment objectives
and horizons. Use of hyperlinks to other internet sites or resources (if any) as referred to in this document is at users’ own risk. They are
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provided solely for the purpose of convenience and information and the content of these internet sites or resources does not in any
way form part of this document. The contents, accuracy, opinion expressed, and other links provided at these sites are not
investigated, verified, monitored, or endorsed by CCBIS. CCBIS expressly disclaims any responsibility for and does not guarantee,
represent and warrant (either express or implied) the completeness, accuracy, appropriateness, availability or security of
information found on these websites. Users of these websites are solely responsible for making all enquiries, investigation and risk
assessment before proceeding with any online or offline access or transaction with any of these third parties. All activities
conducted by users via or at these websites are at their own risk. CCBIS does not guarantee the security of any information users
may forward or be requested to provide to any third parties via these websites. Users are deemed to have irrevocably waived any
claims against CCBIS for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any access to or interaction with any of these websites. Upon
request CCBIS may provide specialized research products or services to certain customers focusing on the prospects for specific
securities as compared with other covered securities over varying time horizons or under differing market conditions. While the views
expressed in these situations may not always be directionally consistent with the long-term views expressed in the analyst's published
research, CCBIS has procedures in place to prevent selective disclosure and will update the relevant readers when our views has
changed. CCBIS also has procedures in place to identify and manage potential conflicts of interest that may arise in connection
with its research business and services. Chinese Wall procedures are also in place to ensure that any confidential and/or price
sensitive information is properly handled. CCBIS will use its best endeavors to comply with the relevant laws and regulations in this
respect. Nevertheless, the recipients should be aware that CCB, CCBIS, their affiliates and/or their officers, directors and employees
may do business with the issuer(s) of the securities covered in this document, including investment banking business or direct
investment business or may hold interest in (and/or later add or dispose) such securities (or in any related investment) for themselves
and/or on behalf of their clients from time to time. As a result, investors should be aware that CCBIS may have a conflict of interest
that could affect the objectivity of this document and CCBIS will not assume any responsibility in respect thereof. Further, the
information contained herein may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other associates of CCBIS or other members of the
CCB or CCBIH group of companies. Where this document refers to any products, investments, securities, financial instruments or
industry sectors, this is for the information of the institutional and professional customers of CCBIS only and this document should not
be distributed to retail customers. This document is not directed at you if CCBIS is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or
regulation in any jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself before reading it that CCBIS is permitted to
provide research material concerning investments to you and that you are permitted and entitled to receive and read the
document under relevant legislation and regulations. In particular, this document is only distributed to certain US Persons to whom
CCBIS is permitted to distribute according to US securities laws, but cannot otherwise be distributed or transmitted, whether directly
or indirectly, into the US or to any other US person. Any US person (as defined under the Exchange Act or the U.S. Internal Revenue
Code of 1986, as amended) who is a recipient of this material wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related
financial instruments based on the information provided herein should direct such transaction exclusively to and such transaction
shall be effected only through CCB International Overseas (USA), Inc. This document also cannot be distributed or transmitted,
whether directly or indirectly, into Japan and Canada and not to the general public in the People’s Republic of China (for the
purpose of this document, excluding Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan) unless under applicable laws. Any unauthorized reproduction
or redistribution by any means to any persons, in whole or in part of this document is strictly prohibited and CCBIS accepts no liability
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in distributing this research report. If this document has been distributed by electronic
transmission, such as e-mail, then such transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be
intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. CCBIS therefore does not accept liability for any
errors or omissions in the contents of this document, which may arise as a result of electronic transmission. The disclosures contained
in this document prepared by CCBIS shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong.
Distribution in Singapore: The information/research herein is prepared by CCB International Securities Limited (“CCBIS”), a foreign
affiliate of CCB International (Singapore) Pte Ltd (“CCBISG”) (Co. Reg, No. 201531408W). CCBISG holds a capital markets services
licence from the Monetary Authority of Singapore for fund management, dealing in capital market products (specifically securities
and collective investment schemes) and providing custodial services, and is an Exempt Financial Adviser under the Financial
Advisers Act in respect of advising others by issuing or promulgating research analysis or research reports. CCBIS may distribute
information/research pursuant to an arrangement with CCBISG under Regulation 32C of the Financial Advisers Regulations. CCBIS is
licensed in Hong Kong to provide such information/research reports. Singapore recipients should contact CCBISG at +65-68071880
for matters arising from, or in connection with the information distributed.
Copyright 2020 CCBIS. The signs, logos and insignia used in this research report and the company name “CCB International
Securities Limited” are the registered and unregistered trademarks of CCB, CCBIH and/or CCBIS. All rights are hereby reserved. All
material presented in this document, unless indicated otherwise, is under copyright to CCBIS. This document or any portion hereof
may not be reproduced, sold or redistributed without the written consent of CCBIS.
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